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MAYOR'S GUN

CLAFLIN FAILS FOR

AFTER FOUR DAYS HEAVY FIGHTING
ZACATECAS, FEDERAL STRONGHOLD,
FALLS INTO HANDS OF VILLA
etl by General Car ran za, chief of the
constitutionalists' has taken the field,
in the state of Guerrero, wfth 120 men,

New York, June 25 W. H. Rey
nolds, a former state senator, was shot
and painful-- , sif not seriously wounded last SatiJ-daby the accidental dis
THIRTY-FIV- E
charge of Mayor. Mitchell's pistol, according to a statement made by the
mayor today.
The mayor explained that Mr. Rey
nolds, Mrs.. Mitchel and a friend of
Mrs. Mitchel, and himself had returned
from the Mitchel farm at Croton, where DRY GOODS COMPANY IN GOTHAM
the party bad been target shooting.
PLACED IN THE HANDS
The mayor, in alighting, dropped his
OF RECEIVERS
It was dis
pistol on the sidewalk.
charged and he bullet entered Rey
nolds' left thigh, passing .through and APPEAL TO J. P. MORGAN, JR.
f
shattering the bone of a finger when
i
it came- out Mr. Reynolds had not
FRIENDLY
AND, UNFRIENDLY
wished anyhlng said about the acci
IN
CASES
EQITY ARE
would
alarm
it
dent, fearing'
needlessly
INSTITUTED
his family, now abroad.

MILLION

"Mr. Mcrjan and ethers were most
generous," said one who participated
In the
conferences, "but it was a
of
question
raining' the whole amount
'
.
or none at all."
,7
B.
Martlndale,. president of
Joseph
the Chemical National bank, and Frederick A, Juilliard, a wholesale dry
goods merchant, were the receivers
appointed. They were named in the
friendly proceedings two suits in
equity one brought by John C. Ernes, HE OUTLINES ADMINISTRATION'S
vice president of the H. B. Claflin
POLICY TO PARTY OF VIR- Company, the' other by William Pi
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i
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.
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There were also involuntary pro- ceedlngs which-- sought; the appoint- BEST FRIEND TO BUSINESS
ment of different receivers and alleg
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that the company was insolvent
'
Seguin in Jail
These
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M.
J.
Kagle.Paas, Tex., June
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small
OPERATION
IS TO BE A
constitutionalist " financial
Seguin,
OF
dale and Juilliard said that the fail
CAPITAL ONE
agent at Pledras Negras, who recently
ure was pf such tremendous proporwas called to Saltillo by General Cartions that It would be several weeks
REUF DEPRIVED OF PRIVILEGES
ranza, has been jailed there, it was
TREND before' it would bft possible to know NO POSTPONEMENT
UPTOWN
POSSIBLE
San Franolaco, June 25. For caus- BLAMES
learned in Piedras Negras today. The
. .
where they stand.
made public the text of his
to
be
ing
charges were not made public. Sever undelivered
Though the failure Is perhaps the
DEMORALIZATION
application for parole, TEMPORARY
PROGRAM WILL BE
al other Piedras Negras officials have
most important in the history of the
ruler
Retif,
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former
politicial
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TRADE
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Ten removed from office and it was
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dry goods trade in this country. New
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POTENT RESULT
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chief
the
that
bankers
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predict
Quentin penitentiary, has been
change of civil officials'.
effect
and
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of
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only
Johnston
Warden
perhaps
deprived by
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Washington, June 25. "A. new con- for
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to
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collapsed to- in the dry goods trade.
or
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enterprise
good
write
according
stitution
dry
letters,
receive
Pueblo, Colo., June 25 Orders for
Stock Market Hurt
Reuf's attorney. The news was given day with the appointment of receivers
the object of the administration trust
a ton of candy intended for consumpAnnouncement of the failure caused legislation program, President Wilson
out today b counsel for Reuf, who in New York for tne wholesale house
tion by General Villa's troops were
an
and
a
the
H.
of
Claflln
B.
apthe
company,
the
general decline in' the opening of declared, addressing a party of Vir
transmitted tp
newspapers
WAY SEEMS OPEN NOW FOR ATTACH ON CAPITAL received at a local factory today. The plication which the state board of nouncement that nearly 30 retail stores the stock market but losses were not ginia editors at the White House.
order came through L De La Garpa,
directors at its last session throughout the country would be clos heavy and succeeding transactions
He predicted the country was on
financial agent for the constitutlonal- - pardons
ed. The liabilldes of the firm are esti- caused a reaction to some extent
to
refused
grant.
the
verge ot a great business revival.
sist. A similar order was received
John Claflin has been associated The president made his remarks
mated at 135,000,000, the assets at
from the United States army
more than $40,000,000.' Overextended with the dry goods business for more shortly after he had heard of the ClafMeantime Mediation Meanders Calmly to the Grave Guerrero yesterday
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credits
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LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC. THURSDAY,

two
Organ Solo, Mrs. G. H. Van Stone.
Recess to Evening Session.
First Day, Evening, Scottish Rite
Cathedral.

SETTLE PROGRAM

7:30 p. m.

FOR THE GOOD

Music
lyn C.
Stone,
Order

ROADSJIEET

Scottish Rite Choir, LlewelHall, director; Mrs. G. H. Van
organist.
of business.

8:00 p. m.

FE PROMISE

Santa Fe, June 25 Formal an
nouncement was made this morning
of the program of the coming road
meetings to be held hew. The program covers three days, iltily 30 and
31 and August 1. The first day Is an
tirely given over to the preliminary
events and the convention of the New
Mexico division of the National HighIs
'may association. The second day
devoted to the second annual meet
ing of the New Mexico Association of
Highway officials and to entertainment
events, Including a gasoline gymk
hana and a banquet, and the third day
will see the election of officers of
,the New Mexico division and to so- ciabllity runs to all points of interest
w'.thin half a day's drive.
Features of the first day's program
are addresses by Judge Lorln C. Collins on the history of road legislation
. in this
state, addresses and papers on
forest service road policies by several
forest officers, a paper by Francis E.
Lester, of Mesilla Park, on the Camlno
Real in Dona Ana county, and a lecture toy President Ralph EL Twitchell
on the National Old Trails and High
ways from Washington to Santa Fe.
The second day, aa part of the con
vention of state highway officers' as
sociation, there will be addresses by
governor William C. McDonald and
State Engineer James A. French,
The program in full Is as follows:
First Day, July 30, 1914.
-

2:00 p. m.

8:45 p. m.

Adress, Rr.

G. T. Veal, Roswell.

Music Male Sextette.
9:20 d. m.

Address The National Old Trails
and Highways Washington to San
ta Fe, (illustrated), Colonel R. E.
Twitchell.
Organ Solo, Mrs. G. H. Van Stone.
1

RecesB.

Second Day
Scottish Rite Cathedral Meeting of
New Mexico Association of Highway
Officials.

9:00 a. m.
Call to Order. President F. E. Les

ter.
Prayer, Rev. Leonldas Smith.
Organ Solo, Mrs. G. H. Van Stone.
9:30 a. m.
Address, Governor W. C. McDonald.
9:50 p. m.
Paper, James A. French, state en
glneer.
tfi
,

10:20 a. m.

Address, Dr. S. M. Johnson, national
organizer, Southern National High
way.
10:40 a. m.

Paper Needed Road Legislation
Hon. Frank W. Clancy, attorney gen
eral of New Mexico.
11:10 a. m.
President's Annual Address, Francis
E. Lester.
11:30 a, m.

Order of Business.
Recess.

Grand Automobile Parade of Dele- Second Day Afternoon, Federal Buildgates, with First Regiment Band.
2:30 p. m.
ing Oval, Grand Gasoline Gymkhana,
C. C. Catron and A. H. Clancy, suWelcoming addresses in the Plaza
On behalf of the State of New Me
perintendents.
ico. Governor William C. McDonald 2:30 p. m. .Event No. 1:
Two-mil- e
On behalf of the City of Santa Fe,
motorcycle race for boys
over 15 and under 21, open to any
Hon. William G. Sargent
slngleHcylinder machine. MontezuScottish Rite Cathedral Convention
ma
Hotel Cup.
Proceedings.
2:45 p. m. Event No. 2:
3:30 p. in.
Two-milmotorcycle race, free for
Call to Order, President R. E. Twitall, open to any twin cylinder machell.
chine. De Vargas Hotel Cup.
Prayer, Rev. James M. Shimer.
3: p. m. Event No. 3:
H.
Van
Mrs.
Stone.
G.
Organ,
Tire adjusting contest, open to ama3:40 p. m.
teurs only. Chamber of Commerce
President's Annrfal Address, Colonel

-

e

R. K. Twitchell..
3:50 p. m.

Cup.
3:30 p. m. Event No. 4:
Grand Motorcycle tournament, free
Paper History of Road Legislation
In New Mexico, Judge Lorin C. Cofor all. National Highway Association Cup. Conditions: All entrants
llins.
to wear court costumes of knight
Discussion limited to 15 minutes.
Mrs.
Van
H.
G.
Stone.
Solo,
errantry days. Contest consists in
Organ
4:40 p. m.
each motorcyclist using a lance not

Service and
Papei" The Forest
Good Roads, Don P. Johnson, forest
supervisors, TJ. S. F. S.
Discussion limited to 15 minutes.
Violin Solo, Prof. I. L. Tello.
:15 p. m.

Paper The Camlno Real In Dona
Ana County, Hon. Francis E. Lester.
Order of business.

I0ULD NOT

STAND Oil FEET
Baker So Weak Could
lot Do Her Work Found
.Relief In Novel Way.
'

drian Mich. ; " I suffered terribly
th female weakness and backacne and
got so weak that I
could hardly do my
work. When I
washed my dishes I
had to sit down and
when I would sweep
the floor I would get
so weak that I would
have to get a drink
every few minutes,
I
'
and before I did my
dusting I would have
to lie down. I got
to poorly that my folks thought I was
going into consumption. One day I
found a piece of paper blowing around
the yard and I picked it up and read it
It said 'Saved from the Grave,' and
told what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for women. I
showed it to my husband and he said,
'Why don't you try it?' So I did, and
after I had taken two bottles I felt
better and I said to my husband, 'i don t
need any more,' and he said 'You had
better take it a little longer anyway.
So I took it for three months and got
well and strong. " Mrs. Axonzo E.
Baker, 9 Tecumseh St, Adrian, Mich.

O

Not Well Enough to Work.

In these words is hidden the tragedy

of many a woman, housekeeper or wage

earner who supports herself and is often
helping to supjwrt a family, on meagre
wages. Whether in house, office, factory, shop, store or kitchen, woman
should remember that there is one tried
and true remedy for the ills to which all
women are prone, and that is Lydia E.
I'inkham's Vegetable Compound.
It
jTomoli" that vigor which makes work
Tbe Lydia E. I'iakbam Medicino
Co., Lynn, ICasa.

less than six feet in length taking
small suspended, rings, located at 50
yards distance one from the other,
around the oval.
For best costume In tournament,
cash prize, $5.
4:30 p. m. Event No. 6:
Ladies' Grand Egg Handling Contest Board of Exposition Managers'
Silver Cup. This event consists In
the gathering of one dozen eggs,
placed in the oval roadway 150
yards from a starting point Each con
testant must ride the running board
of automobile driven by her partner,
gathering each egg with an ordlnry
kitchen spoon, placing same in basket and without touching an gg
with the hands, bring same safely to
point of starting; each contestant
to be appropiriately gowned. This
toeing a contest against time, but
one machine will be permitted on the
course at one time.
Second Day Evening.
,

7:30 p. m.

Informal concert and organ reoital
8:30 p. m.

Banquet Tickets $1.
Third Day August 1,
Scottish Rite Cathedral.

makers of boxes and crates as by the
buildters of steam and electnccara,
which come next and five-folthe
amount that goes Into furniture, which
in turn leads vehicle manufacture. Vehicles demand surprisingly large supplies of wood, and much of It must be
of a high class in order to meet requirements for frames, gears and
bodies."

Powell, highway
(illustrated),
engineer detailed to the U. S. F. 3.
Discussion, Led by A. C. Ringland,
district forester, U. S. F. S.

TERTAINMENT

COUNTRY

""

'.

O. M.

AT 8ANTA
SPLENDID EN-

LUMBER IS

PRODUC ED

:..

'

l aper Our National Road Policies,
THREE CONVENTIONS

IIH

1914.

a. m.

Election of officers.
9.30 a. m.
Automobile sociallbltly runs to
battlefield and! Pecos pueblo
ruins, Galisteo and pueblo of San
Cristobal, pueblos of Tesuque and
San Ildefonso and Rlto de los Fri-joland the Cliff Dwellings. Motion
Pictures at all places.
The meeting points for the different
runs will be announced at the convention.

i

,, !.BILLION

'I

-

-

1914.
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Til
- mniit wnnAarfnl - tY,fn i -. .1.
l ii a- wunu
Is Jove expressed In the helpless
Infant.
And among those aids and comforts for
expectant mothers la' the well known
"Mother's Friend."
This Is an external application to
enable the abdominal muscles to become
more tiiAflt. . tn Tmnil
nfldiralli. . iiuuul
.
j
undue pain from the strain .i.
upon cord
wu ligaments.
In almost vatv anttla4
women who have enjoyed the
blessing- of
iiunim remedial ana nelplul embrocation. Their daughters have
grown up
to learn of Its splendid assistance.
Applied as directed upon those muscles
involved it soothes the fine network of
nerves with whirh oil h
supplied. Thus a great share of the pains
o much dreaded may be avoided and the
period of expectancy passed through In
ease and comfort
Anything that adds so much comfort
must be counted as a blessing indeed.
In a little book sent by mall much use.ful Information In 'eiven- r ln..n, . , i,mmxil
mothers. It tells how to use "Mother's
.
Friend" anri hnv
.U.M ..1.1- -. i
V?tf.le
and write for book to
2,et
t"
lime.
Vti
.

h

r

condition

which invites disease.
the remedy needed. It
corrects the stomach and makes the
liver active and regular. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
HER BINE

JOHN

.&0$enmd & Son

LIFE
RARE FAVOR STOLEN AT COTIL
LION OF
IN BRUSSELS
NEAR-ROYALT-

Brussels, Belgium, June 25. Brussels society people who were left out
of a recent very smart dance, and
were gnashing their teeth in conse
quence, are now hugging themselves
with delight at the thought that they
at least cannot be accused of stealing.
Lieutenant Colonel Bridges, the
English military attache, whose term
has expired, and Mrs. Bridges gave
before leaving the Belgian capital, a
dance In honor of the Duchess of
Arenberg, who had condescended to
be their great friend. Condescended
is the right word, because the Aren-berg- a
are mediatized princes, which
means that they are nearly on the
throne level This makes them rather
difficult to deal with, because whenever their natural feelings lead them
to be nice to ordinary people the
sharp shadow of somebody else's
throne comes across the picture and
spoils the prospect So the Bridges
sorted and sifted Brussels society until they had got together just a small
number of people, the double cream
of the cream-Whethe cotillion came on the
Bridges contrived to treat the Duchas Pharaoh did Benjamim, Inies
stead of just' an ordinary pencil case
as one of the favors hers was a magnificent affair of gold, diamonds and
sapphires. As the Duchess had no
pocket she hid the gorgeous pencil
behind a vase while she stretched her
with her host as
skirt in a one-stea thank offering. While she danced
the pencil vanished. No servant had
been in the room and of course it
was Impossible for the Bridges to
have their guests searched, so the affair was hushed up as much aa possible.
n

p

Just What She Needed
There is an old saying that "There
Is a remedy for every 111," It Is sometimes years before you find the remedy exactly suited to your case. Mrs.
Rachel Cribley, Beaver Dam, Ohio,
was sick for two years with stomach
trouble and constipation. She writes,
"My neighbors spoke so enthusiastically of Chamberlain's Tablets that I
procured a bottle of them. A few
days' treatment convinced me that
that they were just what I needed.
I continued to use them for several
weeks an d they clred me" For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
PARIS

PLATE
Marinette, Wis.,

Its

McFIE

GRADUATES
Santa Fe, June 25. John McFle,
son of Judge John R. McFie, has successfully passed the final examina-

tions in the law school of the University of Michigan and graduates today. On Monday he returns to Santa
Fe to open a law office with his fath
er. His sister, Miss Mary McFie, is
at Ann Arbor to attend the commencement but with her sister, Miss
Amelia McFie, will visit friends in
Roswell before returning to Santa Fe
to take up the choral work for the
summer session of the New Mexico
Institute of Science and Education.

Dainty
Parasols

at
Half
Price

South SdoPiaja

44 in. Voile Flouncing 33c yd.
Worth regularly 65c
A limited lot of deJnty voile flounc44
inches wide, deep embroidery
ing
l ne regular price is osc yd.
During our green tag sale y y(T7 yd

Special

Silk

at

in our windows

On display

Dresses

)IPDUB3

No restrictions on reservations in this sale. "Wooltex"
and "Printzess" Suits, and Gage bats, all included at half

price.

off on everything

1-- 3

Buy all you want figure your own discounts simply deduct Ono Third from our regular price, and pay the
balance.

Exceptions

Corsets, Shoes, Groceries, Kayser's Silk Gloves, Cadet,
Phoenix, and Interwoven Hose, Dime Socks, Toilet
Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications,
Dress Forms, Arrow Collars, Stamped Package Goods,
and threads of all kinis.

SB

32

CALIFORNIA

SPECIAL

EXCURSION FARES

LOS ANGELES

FARE FOR THE

& SAN DIEGO

R0UNTR1P $45.50

Tickets on Sale:

JUNE 20. 21, 27, 28. JULY 4, 5, li, i2, 18, l9, 25, 26.
AUGUST 1, 2,' 8, 9, 15, 16. 22, 23, 29, 30th.
I

Final limit from date of sale 60 days. Tickets are first
class and good for
at any point both going and
return journeys.

SCARECROW
June 25 Crows

stop-ove-

rs

-i- -

-

had been working great havoc with
the newly planted corn fields of How-war- d
D. L BATCHELOR, Agent.
Smlthson, a young farmer, until
he went to Milwaukee and got an idea
from the .fashions disported by women. He went back and made a trans
formation of a male scarecrow with just preparing to alight when they headache, eour stomach, lazy liver,
which the crows had become so friend beheld Buch a figure aa had never be- sluggish constipated bowels.
The
ly that they perced on its mimic gun. fore met their .gaze. With one mighty pleasantest, surest,
nicest laxative-yoThe upper part of the figure he caw they flew away.
ever used. Tastes good like lemdressed with a low necked
onade.
Acts promptly without pain
end the lower part with a slit skirt, j
!
or nausea. Gives you the most satisCITROLAX1
He fashioned the hair low over the
CITROLAXI
factory flushing you have' ever had..
forehead, hiding the ears, and upon
O. O. Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug.
CITROLAXI
th6 head he set a waving plume.
First get the name flown pat-t- hen Store. Adv.
Soon after a flock of crows came
buy It of your druggist Just the
"
hovering over the felld. They were very best thing for constipation, sick
Mnhacrtb for Ths opOa.
u

1

iFmmma'mmamaam
CAPITAL

PAID IN
50

Tank Springer,

aBB!mr

111111

(0(3
yrt

00,'H

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

A bad taste in the mouth comes
from a disordered stomach, and back
of that Is usually a torpid liver: A

Loa VoOttaLoadina Stora

EitaUuhod lS6t

Greatest of

evening.

COMES

BACK TO

'

Chairs, listed separately from furniFEET IS THE ture, come after novelties and supplies
ANNUAL OUTPUT OF UNITED
for dairymen, poultry keepers, and
STATES
apiarists, and just before handles, and
musical instruments.
About midway
Statstics have been compiled by the down the list come pumps and wood
forest service ihich show for the first pipes. Among the products important
time precisely how the lumber pro- enough to list separately are canes
duced In the country is utilized. About and umbrella sticks, brooms, fire45 billion feet of lumber of all kinds arms, artificial
limbs, and tobacco
Is the annual production In the Uni- pipe.
The apportionment of wood among
ted States; of this nearly 25 billion
feet board measure, are further manu- the various Industries, grades from
factured,, the other portion remaining planing mill products, which take most
for rough construction lumber and down to aeroplanes and dry kilns at
fur similar purposes. This is exclus- the bottom of the list
ively of material which reaches Its final use In the form of railroad ties,
Why Suffer from Rheumatism?
relief from rheumatic pains
When
cooperage,
pulpwood,
posts, poles,
wood distillates, and the barks and mar he had at bo small a cost it Is
x tracts demanded by the tanning In- surprising that anyone should fail to
avail himsel fof it Joseph Cappar-elll- ,
dustry.
The work of collecting and compilCanastota, N. T. suffered Intenseconover
a
extended
with
the
ly
pains due to rheumatism In
figures
ing
siderable period and was carried out his limbs for a long time. A friend
state by state; but as one full year told him about Cnamberlaln's Liniwas made the basis of statistics in ment One application relieved him
each state the total Is a fair average wonderfully, and a few days' treatof the use of lumber In further manu ment effected a cure. Many others
facture In the whole country. Be have found quick relief by applying
tween 50 and 60 per cent of the lum- this limlnent For Bale by all dealers.
Adv. '
ber produced is subject to further manufacture. In preparing the figures In
this way, however. It should he remembers that considerable material SCOTTISH RITE MASONS
reaches shops and factories In the
form of logs, bolts and billet without
CLOSE SESSION
harirg passed through sawmills, and
while this material Is Included in these
statistics this last should be remem- IMPRESSIVE THIRTY-SECONDEbered In comparing the stastistlcs with
GREE CONFERRED AS CLIMAX
those of lumber production.
TO REUNION
Nearly or quite 100 different wooJs
are used in this country under their
Santa Fe, June 25. The fifteenth
own names, while an unknown number reunion
of the Scottish Rite Masons
find their way to shops and factories of
the Orient of New Mexico closed
without being identified1 or separately in a blaze of
glory last evening at the
listed, excepted under general names. cathedral, when a musical and dance
In quantity the soft woods, the needle- given in honor of the visitors proved a
leaf or coniferous trees, are most Im- successful
'
society event.
portant, but there is a greater number
While only two degrees were conof species among the hard woods, or ferred
today, both are among the long
broad leaf trees. Yellow pine comes est and most
Impressive of the entire
first with more than 8 billion feet 32. The New Mexico
consistory, pre
followed by white pine' with 3 billion,
sided over by Harry s. Bowman, masmore
little
a
with
and Douglas fir
ter of Kadosh, Is the governing body
than 2 billion. It should be under- of thes two
degrees, the first
stood, however, that the term "yellow of which, the Inspector Inquisitor,
pine" includes several species, the was presided over Df James A. Rolls,
three most important of which are venerable
president, and Harry S. Bow
ong leaf, short leaf and loblolly. Oak, man as Huslrls. The Egyptian archi
including all species, has nearly 2 bil tecture and symbolism with their mys
lion feet, and is the most important
ticism five thousand and more years
hard wood. Maple comes next.
old, were the background for the lescomes about half way sons
Dogwood
and philosophy of the degree that
down the list with more than 7 mil
embodies in it the wisdom 'of the
lion board feet and of those species
but of all na
ages, not only of
mentioned Turkish boxwood comes tions and times. Egypt
The music of which
last with less than 30 thousand feet a bass solo by Llewellyn C. Hall Jn
followed by many others too insignifi
the rendition of Mozart's "O Isis and
cant to list but making a total of all
the Masonic male quaret,
Osiris,"
kinds of more than a million feet. Of was a by
feature, Included also the sing
the native species, laurel, holly and
ing of "Nearer My God to Thee," by
yuccafa 11 very near the foot of the the quartet and
pipe organ improvl- list in relative quantities used.
sions by J. A. Jeancon who Is also
Fifty-fiv- e
principal Industries use one of the candidates
taking the highwood as raw material. Their relative
er degrees.
importance is hard to indicate, beThe thirty-secondegree which In
cause quantity alone is not in all
love
of country and
spires
patriotism,
cases a criterion of value of an Inof God, was conferred this afternoon
In
whicn It and is
dustry to the community
the close as well as the climax
is situated, nor to the country as a of
the degree work. It Is known as
whole.
master of the
secret. Charles A.
More than one-haof the total con Wheelon was royal
master of Kadosh; Nor- sumption consists of planing mill pro- mna L,
King commander, 'and Llew
ducts, the largest items of which are
ellyn C. Hall, chief worshipper. The
flooring, siding, ceiling and finishing.
for this degree Is especially
The next industry, in point of quanti sotting
and must make a lasting im
unique
ty of wood used, is the manufacture
pression upon the novices. ;
of boxes and1 crates.
Nearly four
The music in addition to pipe organ
times as much wood is demanded by
solos by Jeancon Including the chorus: "Onward Scottish Soldiers," a
All
male quartet, "Tenting Tonight," chor-u- s,
"We Praise The Lord," and In
Human Blessings conclusion the "Jmbilante"
by the
Scottish Rite choir.
Quite a number of the Masonic visiters will stay over for the annual
Flaza fete tomorrow1 afternoon and
,!,

FORTY-FIV- E

Glo-riet- a

Don't Lota Sleep Coughing at Night
Take Foley's Honey and Tar ComIt glides down your throat
pound.
and spreads
healing, soothing coating over the inflamed tickling surface.
That's Immediate relief. It loosens
up the tightness in your chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, cases distressing, racking, tearing coughs. Children love it Refuse any substitutes.
Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

JUNE 25,

it

Vice-Preside-

"

SURPLUS
100.000.N

3or

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. 8. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

030,000.00

Office wilh the San Miguel National Bank
WM. Q. HATOOM.

President

W. EBLLT.
D.
. HOSKINS
EL

Vice

president

Trsurf

Interest Paid On Deposits

m

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

8lG ELECTRICIAN
STARTLES HIS
FELLOWS
DR. CHARLES P. STEINMETZ SAYS
ELECTRICITY WILL SUPPLANT
GAS FOR MOTORS

Addresses' of the utmost importance
marked the official opening of the
mammoth thirty-sevent-h
convention
of the National Electric Light association at the Belleve-Stratforsays
the Philadelphia Ledger. Although attention was centered upon the address
f Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, the wizard
rival of Thomas A. Edison, particular
Interest was manifested in Mayor
Blankenburg'a welcome of the six
thousand delegates to the city where
Franklin harnessed the lightning; the
address of Joseph B. MoCall, president of the Philadelphia Electric company and president of the association; the report on progress given
ly T. C. Martin of New York, and an
address by Paul Lupke of Trenton,
which, again and again, sounded the
logan, "Safety First."
The great convention hall, the Belle-vu- e
ballroom, 'was crowded 10 its
doors when the great Steinmetz, a
little volatile man with a black sigar
continually between his teeth, Jumped
on the stage, grabbed a chair by its
back, and; without a techlncal phrase
in his long spech, held his audience
epelbound with, the remarkable clarity
and interest with which he presented
a strictly business proposition of tremendous proportions. Hs talked on
"Electric Vehicles." When he was
through with them, there was nothing
for central station men to do but go
out and make something like 75 million dollars yearly!.
He opened up vast suburban sections of the country, untouched by
troley lines, to every one of moderate
means, and he did it by means of the
electrio motor car, a machine costing
Jess than $500 and weighing less than
There would
one thousand pounds.
be more than a million of them upon
the roads of the country within the
next ten years. They would be charg- -

f
That's what
you want, and
that's what Calumet is guaran-tee- d

to give
you

It

is sure in

perfect leavening and raising

in

qualities,

wholesomeness,

in purity.

Perfectly
raised, melting-l-

y

tender
cuit, cake,

bis-

muf-

fins, griddle
cakes, are bound
to result from

its use.

Ca

1

u ta e t)

goes farther
than other baking powders- and it's moderate in cost.

Insist on it
at your grocers.'
RECEIVED '
HIGHEST
v
AWARDS'
WorM'a Pore Fowl
Exposition, Chlragn,
Illinow.
Paris Exposition,
trance, Marcn.

Willi
Toa

Wt am moon whea raa

bar caaaa or

bir-f-

Bakiax powder. Doa't aa Billed.
CaJaawt.
mora aeoaamicai Mara wbalaaoaM
baa)
Calraat it far aaaariar ta aaar asiik ana aaea.
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ed nightly, stored, cleaned and taken wiih the state corporation commission
to and from the owner, all by the cen- will have to do so "poco pronto" and
tral stations, and at a cost of no more pay the fee, too.

than $10 a month. The logic of the
great electrical engineer was lrresist-lble- . COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a specEveryone was convinced that
Steinmetz was right and the day he ially good little regulator that keeps
saw at hand.
your system in perfect working order.
The day of the limousine was near- No biliousness, no constipation, no dis
ly done. The motor' car, as a thing tress after eating, no greasy taste. A
of sport, was passing and entering, stout person who uses them constant
as the bicycle had entered after its ly will really feel thinning out and
decay as a sport, Into its permanent more comiortable as a reoult of their
place as a business and pleasure con- use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
venience and conveyance. Dr. Stein- Drug Store Adv.
metz astonished his audience when
IOWA STATE BAR MEETING
he said that there were more bicycles
in existence today than ever before.
Burlington, la., June 25. Members
As the bicycle had been given up by of the Iowa State Bar association as
the society woman and the prominent sembled in this city today and began
man when bicycles came within the their twentieth annual meeting. The
reach of everyone, so with limousines. morning session was devoted to the
The exclusivenesa of the motor car exchange of greetings and the work of
was gone now that the employer met organization, following which a memo-ria- l
address was delivered In honor of
his foreman and his wife met her
the late Major John F. Lacey of Oska- maid motoring.
With the vanishing of the glamor of lcosa, who was president of the asso
motoring as, a sport" the consistent ciation. The annual address was de
waning of long distance touring as a livered this afternoon by Professor
thing of pleasure, people realized that Roscoe Pound of Harvard university.
they had sadly deceived themselves The association will conclude its busi
into hard work, for it was hard work ness tomorrow.
to drive or to ride in a high powered
At Bremen, Ga., W. M, Golden, of
machine at a fast clip over- - country
the
to
was
as
hard
work
Equitable Life Assurance Society,
it
Just
roads,
to
spend a holiday "tuning up" the en- says he found Foley Kidney Pills
and
for
be
best
the
would
kidney,
its
motor
remedy
find
car
The
gine.
place. Its character and construction bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
would be affected. The steam ma- He says, "Any person having kidney
chine would never return. It requir- trouble, backache, or rheumatism
ed too much engineering. The gaso- should be very glad to find such a
line machine would disappear. Its wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
Adv.
high speed would be unnecessary and and Red Cross Drug Store.
be
not
to
comfort
its reliability and
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
compared with the simple electrlq.
local
on
applications, as they cannot
by
With its passing would pass strain
human- nerves and chauffeurs, like- reach the diseased portion of the ear.
wise tyrannic garages. That was, if There. is only one way to cure deaf
the central station men availed them- ness, and that is by constitutional
selves of the great opportunity that remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
was theirs now.
"When motoring ceases to be aJ pop- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
ular sport, as cease it will," said Dr. this tube is Inflamed you have a ram
and
Steinmetz, "all advantages will be bling sound or Imperfect hearing,
is
Deafness
closed,
with the electric and the gasoline car when it is entirely
inflammaunless
the
and
the
the
from
result,
will practically disappear
field. The future belongs to the elec tion can be taken out and the tube
heartric, a machine running at a moderate restored to its normal condition,
nine
a
forever;
he
will
cover
to
destroyed
ing
and
dally
charged
speed
are
caused
catarrh,
ten
out
oases
of
by
maximum distance of 30 miles. That
n
an inflamed
charge will satisfy 0 per cent of which is nothing but
surfaces.
mucoua
of the
motor car users.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
"With only a half charge each night,
that means a charge of at least 1,500 for any case of Deafness (caused by
million kilowatt hours yearly in catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Send for curcu
money 75 million dollars a year. It Hall's Catarrh Cure.
means that additional load on the lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio
central stations without additional ex
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
pense. It means the opening up of
Hall's Family Pills for const!
reached
Take
not
by
suburban territory
mid- pation. Adv.
of
the
better
to
the
paid
trolley
dle class. ;
BONEHEAD TRICKS
"It means that you central station
Santa Fe, June 25 For devising
men must lose no time and be prepareffects
ed to seize that business. You will methods to get away from the
have to meet severe competition from of the local option law, the opponents
have been
the isolated plant In the garage. But of the drys in New Mexico
The attorney gener
verv
I
sugingenious.
and
must
take
control,
the
you
received an intimation
gest you do It by making a fixed al's office today
'device
which is nothing
of
latest
for
the
to
$20
$5
monthly charge, say
an attempt to spirit away
than
less
and
taking
cleaning
storing,
charging,
the
care of machines. Ten dollars a the election judges appointed by
so as to frus
commissioners
county
make
would
money
and
you
month,
this is
and greatly extend the use of the trate the election. However,
of the
reluctance
as
was
the
aa
futile
economical
propoan
is
electric. It
to
Columbus
pass
at
trustees
most
viilaee
sition for everyone, and it is the
or
the
attempt
a
ordinance,
that
prohibition
business
enormous and profitable
to disincorporate the village so that
central stations have ever known."
the thirsty ones might quench their
hindrance from the vll
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism thirst without
or the incorporation of
ordinance,
Remember how epry and active you lage
or
the refusal of coun
clubs,
drinking
rheumatism,
had
were before you
act on local op
to
commissioners
bockache, swollen, aching Joints and ty
Assistant
Attorney
tion
feel
petitions.
to
Want
stiff, painful muscles?
S. Clancy today inform
General
take
Harry
can
Just
You
that way again?
ed the Kelleyltes of Socorro county,
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
that if on the morning of June 30, the
that
the
of
blood
poisons
clear the
date of the election, the election Judges
tormentcause your pain, misery and
fail to appear to perform their duty
and
Schaefer
G.
0.
ing rheumatism.
that they can then and there choose
Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
other Judges to hold the election.
con-ditlo-

OPERATING ROADS MUST WISHED SHE
INCORPORATE HERE
THOUSANDS
NUALLY BY FAILURE TO
ENFORCE LAW

STATE LOSING

AN-

And Be Free From Her Troubles,
but finds Better Way.

The state
commission is about to com&
pel the Chicago, Rock Island
railroad
companies
and other
not yet incorporated in New Mexico
to comply with the law and file incorporation papers. It is true that
the companies who built the lines Incorporated, but the operating companies have not. A very material
question, however, has arisen, whether Buck companies engaged In interstate commerce like the Rock Island,
must pay an. Incorporation fee based
on their entire capitalization, which
would mean the ipayment of $15,000
or thereabouts to the state, or whether they can he required to pay only
on such proportin of the capitalization as the property value In New
Mexico bears to the total, in which
case the fee would be only $700 or
$800. But no matter what it is, the
big railroads, and the little ones too,
that have not yet filed their charter

Santa Fe, June

COULD DIE

25.

Pa-'cifi- cj

Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, ol this place.
"1 wished I would die and be relieved
Columbia,

my (suffering, from womanly troubles.
could not get up, without pulling al
something to help me, and stayed in bed
1 could not do
most of the time.
my
nouse worn.
The least amount ot work tired me
out. my neaa wouia swim, ana I would
tremble tor an hour or more. Finally, I
Innlt Cardui. the wnman'e tnnir anA 1
am not bothered with pains any more,
ana i uun i nave io go 10 Dea. in tact,
I am sound and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
liciya iu mane uiciii oliung. 1 acis wan
Of
1
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INTERCOLLEGIATE

25, 1914.
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ALL READY
REST ON THEIR OARS,
PATIENTLY WAITING FOR

CREWS

RACE TOMORROW

Poughkeepsle, N. Y.,June 25. With
months of hard training at their back
120 oarsmen are today idling or paddling away the hours which Intervene
before the call to the starting line for
the Intercoieglate regatta to be held
on the Hudson river course tomorrow
afternoon. Nothing remains but the
final instructions from the coaches
Just before the 15 crews step into
their ehells for the slow pull up
stream to the start 24 hours hence
Since early last autumn the crew
candidates have been working indoors
and out as weather permitted and
from the original squads averaging
close to 150 about 30 oarsmen have
survived the gruelling months of
training and today have won seats in
either the varsity. Junior or freshman
Tomorrow will
eight oared ehells.
come the supreme test with the na
tional university rowing championship
at stake in the three races that form
the program of the twentieth annual
regatta of the Intercollegiate Rowing
association. ..
Coaches and crews alike, while con
fident, predict a close contest in each
event and if the weather and water
conditions are favorable new records
for the course are not unlikely. Coach
Rice of the Columbia crews has pre
dieted that the stellar race the rar- slty four mile lies between Cornell
and Columbia, but shrewd rivermen
and the other coaches do not entirely
agree with this forecast Ten Eyck
of Syracuse and Conlbear of Washington both figure their varsity eights
have an excellent chance In the big
event while NIchalls of Pennsylvania
and Vail of Wisconsin are confident
that their rowing men are going to
give the wash of their shells to sev
eral of the eights at tne nmsn or me
long race.
There ia reason for this quiet con
fidence since several of the varsity
eights have shown well in preliminary
races this season and include many
of the oarsmen who swung sweeps ln
the race of 1913. Cornell has defeat
ed Harvard, Princeton and Yale this
spring; Columbia, Princeton and Stan
ford; and Pennsylvania, under the
coaching of Vivian Nichalls, the Eng
lish Instructor, defeated the strong
United States Naval academy crew.
Wisconsin and Syracuse are the only
crews .that have not had a preliminary
test against one or more college eights
during the present season. This omis
sion, however, has not dampened the
ardor of their supporters who expect
them to row up to the standard of the
more experienced crews.

PRETTY

GIRLS POSE

FUR MOVIE PIC (ORES
"A YARD OF NEW MEXICO BEAU
TIES," MEASURED OFF FOR
EXPOSITION
.

Santa Fe's 36
prettiest girls will be grouped about
the monument In the Plaza at the end
of the Santa Fe trail to have their
pictures taken to form a part of a
moving picture film of the Plaza fete
of the woman's hoard of trade, an annual event that is achieving wider
and wider fame. The film will be part
of the New Mexico exhibit at San
Diego and. will also be used In maga
zine illustrations1 under the Jitle of
'A yard ot New Mexico beauties."
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell is also
arranging to have a picture ot the
hundred best looking babies in the
capital to be filmed au naturene.
Babies of all kinds are to be included
from the roly poly black eyed, straight
haired pueblo babes to the golden
haired, blue eyed youngsters of Swed
ish ancestry, with babes of all tints
and hues ranged in between.

Santa

Fe,

June

25.
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No Premiums Required
to Hold Camel Smokers

i

20
for
10c

Camels
choice Turkish and domestic tobaccos
blended into the most delightful smoke
money can
buy 1 A finer cigarette to fit your taste has never
yet seen the light of day!
Smooth, even, delicate a cigarette that Joes not leave
that cigaretty taste! Camels will not bite your
tongue
and will not parch your throat.
You
more than your money's worth in Camels, 20 for JOc,
so don't look for premiums or coupons. The cost of the
g--

tobaccos prohibits their use.
IfyaarJtalmr can' apply yoa. ,.nd 10c for 1 pachag, or 1.00 form
carton of IO packam i200 Cfarmttmrnl.
Af
i.
nn,M..
if yon don't find CAMELS
at rmprmtmntrnd, rarfur thm
'1a g00"'
-- -.
u.iu wv
rerun, your monmy.
irTWlaaiiiaaa,
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-SaleN. C

f
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Acacio, Mrs. Edward A.
White of Bryn Mawr, Pa., and Mrs.
H. K. Porter of Delta, Oolo., also became members today. Out of town vis
itors who registered at the New Mex
ico museum today were A. M. Weth-eril- l,
Fall River, Mass.; Frank Damo- gen, Alamosa; Manuel Knable, San
Francisco; J. M. Ravenscroft, L. L.
Ratliff, Blanco; Mr. and Mrs. Stern
er, Mrs. M. E, Exter, Magdalena; Mrs.
F. Palmer, Cerrillos; Mabel A. Cooke,
Sarah I Walker, Worcester, Mass.;
George Carden, Paul Garden, J. P.
Garden, J. C. Fountain, Chesley C.
Snell, Emmet I Hammit, S. S. Levi,
Marlln, Texas; C. E. Lowber, Dr. Paul
McChesney, Albuquerque; J. S. Syn-daLoa Angeles; W. Hill, Worren-ton- ,
Mo.; William E. Roberts, Helen
E. Roberts, Mineral Hill; Miss Elmore

lett of San

O'Donnell, Alice, N. D.

Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Bladder irrltalhwis, kidney troubles,
dull headaches, weariness, pain in
back and sides, all show the kidneys
need to be toned up, strengthened,
Kidney Pills will do it surely and
quickly. They give good health, freedom from pain, a return of appetite
and sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
their regular action restored. Foley

Doing hard work in a bent or
stooped position puts a stitch in the
back that is painful. If the muscles
have become strained, you can't get
rid of it without help. The great pen
etrating power of BAIXARD' S SNOW
LINIMENT will appeal to you most
strongly at such times, because it is
the very thing you need. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Subscribe for The Optic.

iim

lEf
PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A

Iadleat Ask yonr bragrflitt fa j
iHanond Tirnd
hlKhtvt(r
Red and bold nirtailicVy
I'liUia
boxes, te&ied with Blue Ribbon.
Tnke no ether. Utr of Yonr V m
Tla7K
DIAMOND liKANl) PJ lX for C&
fit

7W

years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliabte
SOLO Bf DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

DR. ADELAIDE B.

LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384

mm MM
iA

MM

"

"

Adv.

TO HAVE PAVING PLANT

Edmonton. Alberta, June 25. The
es
city of Edmonton has arranged to
to
is
It
tablish its own paving plant
oost $37,000 and will he in operation
within 30 days. It is planned, to lay
about 100,000 square yards of paving
before the close of the season. This
will provide work through the summer and fall for a large number of
men who are now unemployed. Mayor
McNamara said today that the plan
la to operate the municipal paving
plant in competition with independent
companies, with a view to lessennlng
the cost and keeping the money at
home. The entire paving program for
ttiis year involves a total expenditure
ot more than $1,500,000, part of which
will he financed by the Hudson's Bay
company. ,
--

Subscribe for The

ut

lu

i&.i

ROWING TEAMS

Colic, Cholera and
Chamberlain'
Diarrhoea Remedy
This remedy alway wins the good
ODinlon. if not the praise, of all who
use it. Mrs. F. A. Hood, Burrows.
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamber
lains' Colic, Cholera and iDarrhoea
positive cure for cramps
Remedy
For sale by
sumer complaint
and
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
Adv.
all
dealers,
aa it
ociuiuig wcic wrong, ana need
something to quiet their nerves and
MUSEUM VISITORS
system.
iircngmen me worn-oIf you are a woman, suffering from any
Santa Fe. June 25. Miss Estner
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
of Cicotencatl is the first
Kenmore
(rouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
resident of Mexico to become a memm au uru joists.
ber of the New Mexico Archaeological
WHu tn Chattanooffa Medldna Co, La4ieV
of
Advisory Dept., Ch&ttanooea, Tonn., tor 5wmJ
society. Miss Iola McManness
book, "Hom
Instruction! on your casa and
BartMrs.
W.
H.
Texas,
Knox City,
M.u,
iraaunanror woman,- in plain
wrappar.

ot

(TV)

opna

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
,
KeTerinb

OorUhRlie' 'ot
H c id fk e,
C'onatipalion,
Tcrlhioa;
Troablra,
Homark
and Dritrar
I I e r 4 e rn, Bri-Taey
p t olna
Wormn.
Trad Mark. In 24 boura. At all DraRirists, Etcta.
f H KK. Aidrs
Don't accept Sample
L
Roy. N.Y.
an; tubstitut. A. S. OLMSTED,
A

5
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chafing dish, parties more
popular, your theatre and house party suppers

To make your

more distinctive, use Electric Chafing Dishes.
,They arc as superior to alcohol chafing dishes as
Sterling silver is to plated ware.
t

Heat Without Fire

Simply turning a switch produces heat withox fire danger it seems
like Arabian magic. A turn of a switch regulates the amount cfheat from low to medium cr
high heat as desired.
Call and see our different designs.

out smoke, smell, flame

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

4
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ago we sat and
Ing
Barefoot lad and

CO.

... Editor.

THIRTY-FIV- E

played.
.

.

Idly poised the dragon fly

(Continued From Fags One.)

On an fcrrow arum nigh.

While the summer's sunlit skies
Smiled within her azure eyes.

Mont;
Mont;

Oft she caught on each small hand
The "cat's cradle," where It spanned
East
Entered at the postoffice at
trans-stusl'Twixt my palm 3 the narrow space,
tor
Mexico
New
IM Vegas,
face.
through the.. JDntted States Bending down her eager
matter.
class
second
stalls as
Sometimes in the twilight hush
From the woofl the hermit thrush
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Sent his bell like vesper call
Dally, by Carrier
Through' the dusk of evenfall,..
'

sr

W

Copy

15

One Week
One Month
One

--

.6B

0

lea?

Daily, by Mall

One Tsar (In advance)
tx Months (In advance)
One Tear. (Is arrears)
iz Months (In arrears)

'.

':

.

s

MILLION

maid.

nut-brow- n

s;

-

'

'.';'."

the days 6f long ago!
Still the dimpling waters flow;
Still beside, the quiet stream
Ah,

M.

-

J. Connell company, Butte,

Hennesey company, Butte,
Montgomery Fair, Montgom
ery, Ala.; Joslla Dry Goods company,
Denver; Root Dry Goods company,
Terfe Haute, Ind.; J. B. White &
Company, Augusta, Ga.; Spring pry
Goods company. Grand Rapids, Mich.;
MacDougall & Southwlck company,
Seattle, Wash.; Jones Store company,
Kansas City, Mo.; Scruggs, Vander-voor- t,
Barney Dry Goods company, St
Louis, Mo.; The Fair, Cincinnati, O.J
George W. McAlpln company, Cincin
nati, O.; Lion Dry Goods company,
Toledo, O.; Kline Brothers, Altoona,
Pa.:. McCreery & Cbmpany,: Pitts
burgh; Lord Sc. Cage, Reading, Pa.;
H. Batterman company, Brooklyn, K.
Y.; Bedford company, Brooklyn, N.
Y
Thomas C. Atkins. Limited, Ham
ilton, Ontario.
Statement by Chairman
Mr. Alexander, chairman of the protective committee, made the following
statement:
"H. B. Claflin company discounted
with banks In New Yorkk and soil
through note brokers to baiks
throughout America a large amount of
paper eftecutea bfaJlarge number
of corporations, other than the H. B.
Claflin company. The committee rs
formed for the purpose of protecting
the interests of the various banks
holding the pai ar endorsed by the K
B. Clinin company. It is hoped that
if the holderjjOf the notes will act
promptjy and ooncertedly through the
committee tho situation will very
much Improve and the committee will

Mont;

;

The gray willows dip and dream.

16.00
,
3.00
Oh, my little playmate, gone
7 00
With the freshness of life's dawn,
S.7S

With Its dews and faery gold,
And It wonders manifold!

WEEKLY, OPTIC AND STOCK

Yesterday our casual feet
;2.00 Met within the crowded street, ... ;';
trae Tecx
But I saw no greeting rise
tlx Months
In your unrememberlng eyes.
James B. Kenton in New Tork Sun.
Mall
In
for
Advance
(Cash
Subscription.)
, 8T. JOHN'9 DAY CELEBRATION
Remit by check, draft or money
not
J Santa Fe, June 25. St. John's day
srder, It, sent otherwise we will
found quite a number of Santa Feans
loss.
for
se responsible
members of a motorcade to the pueblo
on
tree
application
copies
Specimen
of San Juan to witness the annual
dance and fiesta. The dance is one
ALL' PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT that draws large crowds each year
EXPIRATION OF TIME
not only of tourists but also of InPAID FOR
dians from as far away as the Navajo
reservation. ' This year, the Denver &
Rio Grand ran no excursion as the
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
circulation
Increasing Use of automobiles cuts
and
weekly
largest dally
mt anv newspaper In northern New into the excursion business of the
railroads everywhere. The dance Is
Mexico.
not as good as that at Santo Domingo
on August 4 tout 1 very Interesting j
TELEPHONES
nevertheless. As part of the fiesta
Main 2
uslness Office
there was a church procession in the
Main 2
News Department
morning and the .afternoon and evento Mexican
ing were partly given
"
"
."
s
1914.
porta.
THURSDAY, JUNE 25,
.GROWER

0
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SUMMER FAIR AT REGINA

CAMP

;
MONTEZUMA

;

Regina, Saskatchewan, June 25.
Farmers
and stock raisers through
dressed
the
from
cattle
of
"Buyers
pf houses say a temporary beef fam- - out Saskatchewan are looking forward
c
nreatens Kansas City and vldn with eager interest, to the provincial
my, its duratitn depending on the will exhibition association's annual sum'
or the lanch owners In the great graz- mer fair which is to be held here dur
south-vi- s ing the last week of July.
Prizes
ing Motions to the west and
to the amount of $25,000 are offered
t.
The slaughter of cattle in Kansas for competition in the numerous de
com-pris-e
City has been farbelow normal for partments. These departments
horsand
classes
for
acute
an
light
heavy
but
reached
some time past,
6 es, beef and dairy cattle, sheep, swine,
stage this week when fewer than
cattle have gone to the six big poultry, creamery and dairy products,
dressed beef concerns In four days, seed grain and other farm crops, horor no more than enough to supply the ticultural products, school children's
the state of Missouri a full beef ration exhibits, women's wprk and fine arts.
for two days. This week's slaughter The exhibition promises to be the largol cattle will be less than half that of est and most notable of Its kind ever
held iu we8tern,,Canada.
the corresponding week a year ago.
The capacity of Kansas City slaughVISIT, TO CLIFF DWELLINGS
ter houses Is 18,000 cattle dally and
Santa Fe, June 25i C. J. Blanchard
the plants have had less than
of this number in the past and H. S. Cowling of the reclamation
service, with headquarters at "WashTour days.
ington1, D. C, and W. H. Reed of the
westJn four days this week the five
ern markets received only 82,000 cat Santa Fe railway's- advertising departof
He, compared with 123,000 cattle a ment, returned today from a tour
a
and
cliff
spent
the
day
dwellings
33
cent
per
year ago, a decrease of
months in the Rlto de los Frljoles. "The deIn the first five and one-haTthls year the same markets received partment should give me a month to
'.SCO.OOO
fewer cattle than In the same cover this section," said Blanchard,
Instead of only a few days, for there
period of 1913, a decrease of 12 per
Is
so much of Interest to see and en
been
meat
has
cent. This shortage of
of superb picIncreased further by the unusually joy." A. large number
and
motion were
life
tures
still
both
to
light weight of cattle this year, due
for the
-.
Blanchard
Mrobtained a by
the scarcity of feed.
ana
ror
aiso
California
spositioiis
Killers say prices for cattle have
the world. The
over
all
work
lecture
to
the
bounds
been kept within
owing
left this evening for the south.
unusually small use of beef. They party
has
mutton
say the consumption of
NEW .YORK LANDMARK GOES
Increased, while pork and beef have,
New
York, Jun". 25. Tfie'agest
catof
decreased, thus keeping prices
deal recorded in New York
estate
real
tle and hogs lower than expected and
In several month was closed yesterday
.'
prices of sheep higher.
wnen William H. Barnum and William
Increased receipts, commission, men
of the
on the erasing Everdell. Jr bought the site
sa y. depMd-!"ientlreat the north
theater
Herald
Square
of
southwest
west
and
sections to the
west corner, of Broadway ana Tmny--i
Kansas City. Thus far this season fifth streets
for $6,000,000,;., The buy
well
be
that movement, which should
announced that, plans had been
ers
jonder way, to far below normal, pratx drawn for a
y
office building
cattle retically the onlr grass-f- at
to
erected on the
be
cost
$2,000,000
to
ceived coming front Texas' below the
has
The
a Broadway
site.
JtmU.dlug
quarantine HneYft Only one shipment
of 211 feet, 207 feet on
frontage
the
Osage
from
has been received
street and 81 feet on
fTnjrty-fift- h
country in Oklahoma. The Missouri Thirty-sixt- h
street.
The site of the
Valley will Bupply few fed cattle until Herald
has been used
theater
Square,
another corn crop can. be made into for amusement.
purposes for 40 years.
that
assert
men
they
beef. Pasture
will hold cattle for grains, making the
CHANGES IN FACULTY
it
marketing season Jete, Some say
Santa, Fe, June. 25. Dr. George
will take killing frosts to. turn cattle
Ladd,
president of the College of Agcorn
If
crop
the
from crass, and then
riculture and Mechanical Arts, is in
Is as large as It now promises, many
the east to secure the best talent poswill go to feed lots Instead of to mar
"
sible to fill the .gaps made In his facket
made recently. DurThus far tiU year receipts of all ulty by changes
some 15 changes
the
year
ing
stock
past
Kansas
City
the
at
live Mock:
were
and
authorized
the result Is to
varjB were only 49.278 cars, a decrease
and compact
harmonious
more
a
be
com18
cent,
or
f 9.2S9 cars,
per
in 1913, faculty that will work heart and soul
same
period
the
with
pared
to make the institution of the greatest
and the smallest car lot receipts In any
The de- - benefit to the commonwealth.
"2
IS
since
imnr period
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Deluxe"

"Camping:

Management V. M. C. A.

1914

SEASON

Open from now until
Sept. 15th

.

.

Jno

BOYS' TIME
14

Every'.boy in Las Vegas
eligible
FE R. R.

;

GUES S

lf

Accommoda 3Tjit all times
up to limit of equipment

RESERVATIONS
Must be madel in advance
at'Y. M. C". A. Bid.
CAMP

42-stor-

.

STAGE COACH

Saturday.

Starts from Y. II. C. A.

at 2:30 p. m.
RATES

'

3

Adults $10.00 per week
Adults $2.00 per day
Spechl rates to children
SINGLE MEALS
Week days 50 cents
Sundays 75 cents

A New

Found in Mora County
We are showing these stones ta the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

SAN JUAN DAY

cut ready for mounting.

25. Agua Frla, the
quaint Mexican village on the Santa
Fe river a few miles south of Sana
Fe, built opposite the mound of a pre
historic, communal dwelling, this afternoon celebrated San Juan day with
the customary ceremonies, which included horse races, cock fights and
all sorts of games and sports in which
the young men participated and whlch
wound up tonight, with a baile.

They range m hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.
'
a bright white stone,
.

heavy trading today's market evinced
a more pronounced reaclonary tendency, due primarily to developments connected with the Claflin failure. The
closing was weak. The last sales were:
Amalgamated Coppef ..... , , . . 67
American Sugar Refg.
1044'
Atchison . '.
96
Northern Pacific
102
Reading . ....
........160
Southern Pacific
934
Union Pacific
. ........ 151
United States Steel
68
United States Steel, pfd
108

.........

GO A

L-AI-

Mrs. F.

W. Thonas

of Topeko, Kas.

Camp Equipment Overseer
Walter Parkin
of Pittsburg Pa.

CAMPHONE- -

LAW CONFERENCE
Parkersburg, W. Va3u June 25.
attorMayors, sheriffs, prosecuting

;

Purple 5172

Sea Our Own
Scenery First

.

neys and other officials of counties
and cities throughout West Virginia
Blue,
conferred here today with F.
state, tax commissioner, on plans Tor
the enforcement of the new liquor
prohibitory laws which are to become
operative on July 1. All the municipalities are to he asked to enact uniform ordinances 'that , will prohibit
the manufacture and sale of Intoxicat- '
'.'
ing liquors.

oJ

WOOD

D

J

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOwEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LIES ALE AND RETAIL

mm O.W.COMD on

MalnXI

Corn, July 68; Sept 66.
any previous record in eight years.
were
and
Oats,
houses
July 38; Sept 37.
speculators
Receiving
Pork, July $20.95; Sept $20..
in the selling side and there seemed
Lard, July $10.02; Sejt $10.17.
to ba.no general demand except at a
Ribs, July $11.50; Sept. $11.50.
decline. Cables were weak and har
vest reports superb. The, opening,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK 1
which ranged from Yt cent off to
Kansas- - City, June
cent up was followed by a sharp
re
break all around. The close Was firm!i ceipts 3,000. Market steady. Bulk.
cent above last night.'
H to
$8.208.32; heaty $8.308.35,-packer-s
Corn Buffered on account of the
and butchers $8.208.35;
weakness Of wheat After opening a lights $8.158.30; pigs $7.508.
cent lower, the market
shade to
Cattle, receipts 2,000. Market steacontinued to rece'de. Closing prices dy. Prime fed steers $8.75 9. 25;
cent net dressed beef steers $7. 60 8, 60;. westwero steady U
ern steers $78. 75; southern steers
lower. .
Storm damage made oats relatively SS.75iH!R 2S- - own 4.25f7)7.Kn. tinlf- steady. Nevertheless prices display- ers $6.709; stackers and feeders
calves
ed some sympathy with the decline in $6.507.75; bulls $5.507;
other grain.
$6.5010.
'
Provisions sagged, influenced by the
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steadepression in the neighboring pit dy. Lambs $8.509.25; yearlings
sales. The closing quotations were: $6.257; wethers $4.756; ewes $4.23
5; stockers and feeders $37.
Wheat, July
Sejt. 79.

i

25,-JH- ogs,
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.

79;

HIRT
THE HATCHET

ISIOUT

Chopped Prices in Men's

Shirts

ondk

AT BACHARZCH'S
Manhattan Shirts
Guaranteed
Fadeless
$1.S0

Elgin and Gotham

."vr,JJ

Cost

ft;:..,---

$2.00 Values,NSwl.?A$1.49
$2.25

&

$3.00

& $3.50

Tom

Shirts at

Valuls :.$lTl9
7

& $1.75
v

85c Shit ts,. Now

$2.50 Values.. $1;79

,

Values. $2.29

Adv.
LIQUOR

iA::,

1

agrl-cultu- re

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 25. On unusually

Call and See Them at

TAUPERT'S tl

Santa Fe, June 25. The petition to
abolish the Alamo forest iii Otero and
Eddy counties and to restore the reservation to the public domain has
been denied by Forester Henry S.
Graves. It Is further announced that
there will be no material changes In
the forest boundaries. Graves visited
the forest three years ago and is well
posted as to the character of the
lands included in its llmitsi

,

'a.

,

,

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but

ALAMO FOREST SURVIVES

EXPERIMENT STATION CONFER
Lexington, Ky., June 25. A nation
al conference on agricultural college
and experiment station editors was
opened at the Kentucky college of
today and will be continued
over tomorrow. Editors and ; publicity men are in attendance from the
United States department of agriculture and the agricultural colleges of
Ohio. Minnesota, Iowa, Georgia, 1111- .
nel8 and' other states.

Mexico Stone

a

?,f

-

63c

11.00 Shirts, Now ',";....! y9c'
$1.25 Shirts, Now

Phil H. Leoolra

Ladies in Chaige
Mrs. I, K. Lewis
of Las Vagas

.Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled '
Mrs.
Rose Green, Wabash, Ind
rites, "Recently I used two bottles
oif Chamberlain's' Tablets and found
tfiem splendid for stomach trouble and
constipation, in fact, 1 have never seen
their equal." Sold by all dealers.
I

Personnel of Management
Camp Mgr.

turned the cranks for their cameras.
one was hurt, as theer was no one
on the train but the engineer, Thomas Maguire, who jumped while
the
The cars
engine was in motion.
burst into flame when they had tumbled to the bottom of the embankment,
the engine blew up and the stunt was
such a success generally that the Vita-grap-h
company considered the expenditure of $15,000 a good, investment

The Mora Gem

Santa Fe, June

No

Tuesday, Thursday and

y

WRECKED TRAIN FOR MOVIES.
New Brunswick, N. J., June 25. An
engine drawing four coaches at 50
miles an hour crashed Into an open
switch at Milltown yesterday and rolled down a
enmbankment while
i movie operators stood by and

HI!

35-fo-

Tri-Week- ly

--

.

.Stings or bits of insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or tiching
should be treated promptly as they
are poisonous. BALLARD"S SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
Drug Co. Adv.

one-seven-

S4NTA
Apprentice boys time
July 13 to 23rd

;

BEHOLD! THE OCTOPUS
Santa Fe, June 25. The octopus
was in the public eye even before the
days of trusts. So it appears from
a "Note on the Archaeology of Chtrt-qui,- "
by George Grant McCurdy, Just
issued in pamphlet form and received
by the New Mexico Museum. The article reproduces in half tone illustrations the decorations of a piece of
pottery owned by George G. Heye and
procured in Chiriqui, Isthmus of Panama, in which the octopus forms the
decorative motive. Pottery In other
collections in shown,' the natura of
whose symbolic ornaments was ob
scure, but which can now be eyplain- ed by the octopus design.

Alabama Store Fails
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Montgomery, Ala.,, June 23. The
Chicago,
June 25. Wheat Dlunepd
affil
a
Montgomery Fair, corporation
iated with the H. B. Claflin company downward today breaking through
Interests, and the largest department yesterday's low level which was under
store in middle Alabama, filed voluntary bankruptcy proceedings in the
federal court here today.

15 o 29

June' 30 to July

'

Kansas City Firm Falls
Kansas City, Mo., June 25. Alexan
der New, legal representative here of
H. B. Claflin company of New, York
was appointed receiyer-- . today of the
Jones Store company of this city, the
stock of which is owned ,'by the Claf- i

!ns.

GIRLS' TIME

11,-0-

--

.

1

...... ......

BEEF FAMINE

exert every effort toward that end.
No definite figures are available but
the committee is Informed that the
total liabilities are upwards of
As figures become available
tha creditors will be duly advised."
' ' Kept Very Quiet
TSo far as. is known bankers aad
'
dealers In commercial paper, other
than those having direct connection
with the Claflin company, were In
absolute Ignorance of the company's
financial embarrassment up to a day
or two ago. The last annual report
of the company as of December 31,
and
1913, showed a surplus, over
above all liabilities, of $1,688,730, a
greater part of whtch constituted a
reserve for the common stock after
payments of dividends on the first
and second preferred shares. Since
its organization in.. .1890. ..total dividend disbursements of $13,230,564
have been made.
Altogether there are 90,000 shares
of the Claflin company outstanding,
divided into 26,003 first preferred 5
per cent cumulative stocks; 25,706
second preferred- - 6 per cent cumulative, and 38,291 common shares, which
have never paid less than 6 .per cent,
and In 1892-9- 3 as much as 9 per cent
Net on Exchange
Claflin company shares were not
listed on the stock exchange, but were
a popular investment with many conservative interests. It is believed that
the several classes of stock are widely
scattered throughout the country.
The failed firm grew to its great position in the dry goodB world from
a humble enterprise established by
Mr. Claflins grandfather in Milford,
Mass., nearly a century ago.
History of Rise
It was there that Horace Bingham
Claflin, his father, was born in 1811.
The latter In 1831 succeeded to the
elder Claflln's business and later
opened a branch In Worcester, Mass).
In 1843 he removed to this city and
dry goods
organized the wholesale
house of Bulkley & Claflin. This, in
1851, became Claflin, Mellin & Com-- J
pany. Temporarily embarrassed during the civil war by the repudiation
ofj debts by southern customers, it
... .
- . J Uaa.a
was uaea over, uuui iu 1000
icwwut
&
B.
ft Claflin Company. The firm
wfta again in trouble during the panic
oil 1873 and was saved from failure.
:Hi B. Claflin died in 1885. .Under
the terms of his will the business was
continued by his estate until, 1390.
Claflin, formed
when his son, John
the present corporation.
0.
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thing that a boy considers the most
enjoyable in the worlds Is a camping
out such as is afforded by Camp Mon
tezuma and parents should consider
this when deciding what to do with
their boys this summer.
The perfect harmony that governed
the boys' stay at the camp last year
is the biggest advertisement that place
has for a large attendance and this year
with Secretary LeNolr on the ground
to take charge the trip should
be a huge success. All parents interested in this should inform Secretary
LeNolr this week.

PERSONALS

BOOK STORE INCORPORATES
Santa Fe, June 25. Incorporation
papers were filed today with the state
corporation commission by Strong's
Hook Store of 30(5 West Central avenue, Arbuquerque. The capitalization
Is $50,000 divided into 500 shares of
which 128 shares have been subscribed, as follows: B. J. Strong, statutory agent, 117 shares,- Clarae F.
Strong, 1 share, and Edward E. Livingstone, 10 shares.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25, 1914.

YESTERDAY'S

rivt t

iPEOPLESGBANK & TRUST CO.
rat!
"r
;paid;in CAPITAL. $114,220.00
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National League
Miss Marion Nohr of Watrous came
uosion
. H. Et
ab
Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted IU efforts to the upblldlng of
In yesterday for a few days' stay here.
new rorn;
.
3 9
of
Houten
M.
A.
Van
Mr. and Mrs.
j
safe
"a
and conservative tanking institution.
Boston 7 14
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that 1U efforts are appreciated by the banking
Shoemaker were visitors in Las Vegas
fcjaueriea: uemaree, Fromme and
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there it ample space for more We entoday.
Meyers,
McLean; Dudulph and Whal
of
Shoemaker,
deavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the
G. T. Rogers, Jr.,
woman, firm or corporaing.
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
came in last night for a few days' busH
,
Second Game
R.H.E.
iness visit in this city.
.
o
.
New
York
4
g
Make This Bank Your Bank. A Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hetzler returned
0 .4 0
NEW MEXICO TOO FAR Boston
thid afternoon from a few weeks' visWe Pas 2
Batteries:
on Checking Accounts
We Pay 4
on Time and Savings Accounts
Marquard and Meyers;
it with relatives In Illinois.
XSoreham
WhalPerdue,
Crutcher,
and
John McNierney of Rociada came in
OUT IN THE WORLD ing.
.
last night and will he a business visv ';,.-- , .',
itor here for a short time.'
CAMP MONTEZUMA DOINGS
At
R. H. B.
Mrs. B. Rohrbough returned last
YORK
NEW
PARENTS WANT St. Pittsburgh
Louis .
3 10 J
friends
with
visit
DAUGHTER
RETURNED TO
night from a week's
0 4 0 r
Pittsburgh
THEM FROM WILDS
.and relatives in Albuquerque.
The folksy are having a lot of good
Batteries: Doak and Snyder; Adams
-- WMrs. N. Well and daughter. Miss natured fun at the expense of Rev.
'ft.
....
McQuillan and Coleman.,
afternoon
this
came
in
Edith Well,
Amusing Incidents frequently come
Imhof who is spending the week up at
from Ocate for a short stay in this the camp. It will be remembered that to the attention of New Mexicans of
At Cincinnati
r. h. E.
Mr. Imhof Along with Carlos Speiss the opinions of some people In the
city.
i
vy- 11 12 3
Chicago
Frank Sieglltz, of the firm of Appel got lost last .lear and caused a lot of cast about New Mexico. Those not ac Cincinnati
.
5 5 1
brothers; left last night for a short near excitement in and around the quainted with the conditions here freBatteries: Cheney, Pierce and Noed-habusiness visit In the northern part of camp. This year when the Christian quently suspect that to live- In New
Tingling, Schneider, Koesner
the state.
church, parson went to his tent he Mexico Is taking a big risk. Even in and Gonzales.
,
,
Kansas
City,
of
Elllfrlts
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Mrs.
found thereon staring him in the face: Kansas people often Inquire how the
Mo., came In yesterday afternoon and "Notice. AH male persons leaving war situation in New Mexico is oom-m-g
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At Philadelphia
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for
mechanic
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gladly furnished." Mr. Imhof will be state. Generally speaking New Mexico
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and Dooin.'
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Brown.
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and
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company, left this afternoon for
cases and sheets to the camp: Bach- daughter, Mary Serkosky, home. The
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Kansas City ' . .... i . . 29
is compelled to seek new fields. That Thomas of the Topeka YW. C. A.
TEACHER'S CERTIFICATES
'
5
3
10
31
St.
.446 against any other cluh. But it is a property, however, will continue to be
lew
.'.25
a
Joseph
area
years
known
only
Pittsburgh
great
Santa Fe, June 25. The depart
4. Recitatioq by Mrs. I. K. Lewis
and
.442 cinch that these triumphs were not owned by the Washington association.
Crisp;
Batteries:
Gaspar,
Doyle
29.
.
Brooklyn
ago as "the great American desert,"
....,,,...23
5. Sw.lss song .by Miss Monlco of ment of education today issued a first
and
.413 due tfii. me, ag Johnson has always had
Thomas
Schang.
37
Sterzer,
of
...
Loulflt
deac
f
St.
speculations,
ieljf
a, potter's
;..26
Albiinueraue. m'.x. JW
grade certificate extension to JoseWRECK CLAIMS THREE
has come to he a factor lirWall street
'my,, number.' Frank Baker1 has done
(T.
D. A. Bressttt of phine Creel of Albuquerque, and a
Speech by Mr.
R. H. E.
At Wichita
,
'ii'm, but he is the only Pueblo, Colo., June 25. Three men
Western League
'
well,
against
lde money is looking more and more
to
B.
J.
Texlco.
of
duplicate
Bickley
i
'
1 5 3
WWhlta '.
L.
were killed and several injured, some
W.
Pet, one,"
tothe west where poulatlon has not Chicago.
7. Grand dtibafe, "Resolved That a
0
9 1
.613
Denver
Las
38
24
look
for
.
I
of whom- it is believed; may die when,
.
Denver
crowded out, a future.
a Circus
Clown Is Mofe Essential
Zam- next
.581
and
Scott
Jones;
the
Batteries:
26
In
SALEM
AT
a Denver and Rio Grande freight train
BIG
a
FIRE
...36
to
Sioux
be
i
mighty
city
City
Vegaa
Than An Elephant," between Mrs. Le.557
loch and Spahr.,
25. Five large was ditched! by spearding rails near
27
. . .34
Salem.
June
St.
decade."
Mass.,
Joseph
Nolr antf Mjs!vihomas declared, by
'
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Lincoln .. .
factory buildings and several smaller Goodnight, this afternoon. The dead: s
.34. 30 ...531
And Katherinn
Judges Jeanftte-pVs-s
i At Lincoln
.525 structures were destroyed this after John Nolan, engineer Pueblo and two
29
..32
Des Moines
-;
Mcxjre a:.a jfie.
W
......l------ -'
Lincoln
OmaSa . . ;
33 , ..450 noon by a fire which Was Still raging unidentified tramps.-- (
BOYS TO LEAVE FOR
...27.
'
"'"
$.. ( Everybody
Americfacn League
storytelling- contest.
.403 at 3:30 o'clock;
40
Wichita . .
Earfy estimates plac
..,27,
Detrotl .at Chjcago.;,!
Batteries : Clauss and Rehor ; 'Imc- - Tdpeka .. .
.349 ed the loss at $500,000.' It was report
41
JoSnrOi Frfiderieks.j-wh...22'
prosecuted
Later f in the : summer "the camp
TUESDAY
''w
Cleveland at St Louis.
I
Grath, Clark and McAllister."
jSyHamiting cases in.
ed that 20 girls failed to escape from
Yorklt
BostoS
,
ana
im
are
tne
guesia
Forvejjirj guests
GREATEST OF PITCHERS
the Korn factory but this has not been Los Angeles, is a candidate for tha
going to visit one another and a proPhiladelphia at Washington.
R.H. E.
At
"Ed
Omaha
American
the
In
Magazine
confirmed.
republican nomination for governor of
July
TO BE SCENE OF gram of social activities is tfelng arMONTEZUMA
5 die"
l
Ata- 40 California,
Omaha
.
area
of
the
of
over
ah
Collins
fire
burned
The
Philadelphia
JUNIOR ACTIVITIES FOR
National League
ranged. The Earles are noted for
5 8 3
Des Moines
letics, whom " Johnny" McGraw of the'ac-ejn tha leather manufacturing
FORTNIGHT
their hospitality; and all who visit the
and New Tork Giants calls the greatest
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Closman
Batteries
Groyer,
Johnson N. Camden, the new United
and at 3:45 oclbck 'was still
district,
canyon this year are assured of great
St Louis at Pittsburgh
and' Haley, baseball
writes spreading
"then esti- - States senator from Kentucky, is a
in
was
the
loss
world,
Shestak;
The
,r i(Mogridge
player
to
'
Next Tuesday morning the stage
times.. ...
,
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
O'Rourke.,
an article entitled 1'Pltchera I Have mated, at $1,000,000. " A child was be- son of the late UnWed- - States Senator
Cnmp Montezuma will be crowded
New York at Boston.
Faced.'" He tella many stories of per- lieved to have beetf turned to 'death. Camden Of West Vtrginia.
with boys of the city off to the camp
We are glad to note the statement
REVOLUTION
BASEBALL
sonal eperiencea batting against the There were no other known fatalities.
'
for a two weeks' stay.' This Is the in the paper last night that the recent
Federal League
25. That a revolv
'paJUmcH,
:br
Fred H. Hall, a wealthy oil man of
greatest' pitchers in the world. Of ' At 4 o'clock the fire was still bechief topic of discussion in many auto accident Ud not occur on the
Chicago at St Louis.
Is Immeneut course Collins Is one of the most rebaseball
In
tjon
organ'zed.
yond control and apparatus was being Bakersfield, Is a leading candidate
homes as every lad In the city is amtl-ou- s scenic highway but on the road below.
Kansas City at Indianapolis. t
was the opinion expressed tMi by markable batters in the business. In hurried heer from other cities. A the (democratic nomination for gov
to attend the camp at that time.
Some mothers were a little bit worInterna-tiona- l
Brooklyn at Baltimore.
the following extract from his article special train was bringing help from ernor of California,
Manager Jack Dunn of the
Secretary LeNolr of the Y. M. C. A., ried when they first read of the acciPittsburgh at Buffalo.
club.
he explains why he thinks :Walter(r,cetODU
league
the big friend of the boys, has ar- dent The scenic highway Is a little
"1 expect to.see a big shakeup, he Johnson of the Washington Americans ,
Unemployment insurance in n..!- ' Western
ranged to take personal charge of the rocky but 4fae men who are working
League
club owners cannot go on the greatest pitcher of all time.
sa'd.
CONVENE
"We
NORTHERN
BAPTISTS
covers 70,480 workers.
land
camp during the boys' stay. It is plan- on it are making improvements right
Denver at Wichita.
this fact seemed
and.
23. Appeals for Instate
frank
shall
opinion,
my
forever
'1
June
loKing
Boston,
ned to take 25 boys to the camp, and along and soon it will be back in its
Topeka at Lincoln.
to have more weight with the national however, that Walter Johnson oi creased financial support for torPlgn
The Mississippi- legislature ba
at the low rate that is being charged old shape. Even now It is a whole Dea iMoines at Oniaht
commission last week than anything Washington, is without any question missions were made by several dele cd a law providing fur a fact;
this should be an easy matter. One lot better than a few weeks ago,
Sioux City at St Joseph.
else, I told the commission that some- - the greatest pitcher of all time. Of gates
the closing sessions of the spector to enforce t' - lsc-- I
'
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Bhe

NOVEL THAT PLEASED DUMAS
Great Romancer Had Given HI Nam
to Book That He Wat Unable
to Recognize.

T5he

OPTIC

story-teller'-

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nft
A. M. Regular comiu
Meets every Monday nltit
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas arenas BJ
In S o'clock,
third Thursday
suiting members are
each month. Visiting dially welcome J C Wart
. m
i
cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fl, ft.
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.
.

Petten. Secretary.

t

NOT

ALL

fL.fi

sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
EL C: Chas. Tamme. Re
corder.

Meets first and third Vast-daevenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cor Haft
ly Invited to attend., C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

M, smith,

LOCAL TIME

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con

WOO

vocation first . Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Deaari
7:41 s. av
remple at 7:10 y. m. P. No, 1.... 3:20 p. m
A. Brlaegar. H. P.; F. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
11:61 a. a
Jlood, Secretary.
No. I.... 2:25 a. m
2:31 a. sv
No. II.... 1:35 p. m
1:0 t. m
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
West Bound
4. Meets every Monda-.
Arrive
Desart
their hall on Sixth street All
1:85 . O
visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
brethren cordially invite
tVliCUU No.
6:35 a. m
6:4 a. m
w
J. Frledenstlne. N. G.: A.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:31 y. av. v.;
m. jsiwood,
m
m
No.
i.
Karl
7:tl
p.
Secretary:
I.... (:35
T.
city wercz,
Treasurer: G. V.
Ben
Cemetery Trustee.

n

Wanted

Silhouette and Painting.
The art of painting begins lnevlt
ably with drawing with expression
by means of the point the result:
line. This every teacher and academy
realizes and has to realize. More;
every great school of painting has
evolved from it. But this use of the
point, or drawing, soon reaches Its
limitations, and the brush demands
mass, or perhaps It Is more correct to
say that mass demands the brush. The
floating of masses on to canvas oi
paper, with Its edge's holding the out
line of the form, is ellhouette. Silhouette, in other words, 1b the basis of all
mass impressions; without a sense oi
silhouette we can utter no large and
sublime moods. Yet, strange to eay
the small part given to silhouette in
the teaching of the art of painting In
academies indeed, more often the utter lack of It has always struck me
as extraordinary.-r-Halda- ne
Macfall
In T. P.'s Weekly, London.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS) COMMANDERY, NO.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAK Rsg-la- r
conelavs
Taea--

ARABS FOR SALE One bay horsey
pound 10 o'clock Saturday.
Two Kabyles, While They Are FolColes, City Marshal.
lowers of Islam, Have Different
Characteristics.
FOR SALE A Kimball piano cheap.
Call at 507 Main avenue.
I have spoken of Algeria as if it
consisted entirely of Arabs; but this
FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot
may give an entirely false idea of the
the
Springs. For Information see Frank
of
characteristics
and
population
LeDuc, Plaza west of. Vegaa Theacountry. For though they are all followers' of Islam they do not belong to
ter.
the same race. Roughly there are two
great races in Algeria, the Arabs prop- BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds
and the Kabyles.
erly
and Barred Rocks until July 30th,
The Kabyles are a curious race, so
8 cents.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
different from the Arabs as to sug
Some
City, Kan.
gest an entirely different origin.
people even Insist that they are large
ly of that Roman race which for so
long was master of all North Africa
Their language Is quite different from
Arabic; though they are Moslems,
their conception of Mohammedanism WANTED A reliable person as cook.
Is so different from those of the Arabs
Inquire 725 Sixth street.
that they may well be considered
heretics, and their racial characteris- WANTED Bookkeeper and stenogra
tics are even more different than their
pher; young man some experience
blood and their creed from those ol
real estate and Insurance business
the Arab population.
preferred. Address Box 548, East
The Arab is lazy, the Kabyle Is in
Las Vegas, N. ML
dustrious. The Arab is a spendthrift
the Kabyle Is thrifty. The Arab i
more reactionary than the Kabyle. It WANTED Position as first class
is evident that the French will have
housekeeper or cook. Perfectly ca
a less difficult problem in assimilating
pable. . No health seeker. 309 Rail
the Kabyle than in assimilating the
..
road avenue. '
Arab. T. P. O'Connor In T. P.'s
Weekly.
ALGERIANS

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

I COLUMN

For Sato

BESTAUBANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDUM

8

When the younger Dumas read the
manuscript of "Camllle" to his father,
that great romancer was much moved
by this evidence of the genius of
his son. "Alexandre," he Is reported
to have said, with tears In his eyes
and great solemnity in his voice,
"you have composed a work that will
live as long as my own!"
In this connection one Is reminded
s
of the period In the famous
career when, at the height of his
ADVERvogue, he could not turn out his tales RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
fast enough to satisfy his clamoring
TISEMENTS
publishers, and it became necessary
for him to employ collaborators, to Flv cants
par Una each Insertion.
whom he sketched the plot, perhaps,
Estimate
six
ordinary words to Una.
leaving them to do the rest. Among No
ad to occupy lets space than two
the most distinguished was Paul
lines All advertisements charged
Meurlce.
Thus It came about that Meurlce will b booked at space actually set
was the author of one of the most without regard to number of words.
amusing novels of Dumas, "Lee Deux Cash In advlnco preferred.
when traveling
Dumas
Dianes."
found this novel In a hotel, and opened
It to pass away the time. He began
reading it seriously, got interested In
it, and was amused. Presently some
one came to his room and found him
with "Les Deux Dianes" in his hand.
"I am reading," said Dumas, in response to a question, "a novel of my
own which I did not know, and which
pleases me vastly."
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
It was Dumas who said, when left
to himself, "I am never bored when
I have my own company." The Sunday Magazine.

LOBBY

For Rent

t

HMik

B.

P.yO. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H."SprIng- er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets In
O. R. C. halL Douglas avenue, on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Free
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, M.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-

EMPRESS
FLOUR

j

It's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Muck

i

2

o. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
each
Thursday evening
month at W. O. Vt. halL Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; p. A, LWn Secretary.
L.

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really, is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
841
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets every ftrst Tue

day of the month In the vestry roonu
of Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
I
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially la
vited. Iaaao Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS

V

SPOON

A A
SONS'
STANDARD

I

One brown mare 21 months
old; star In face, white spot on
nose, also white spot on left hind
foot, scar on Inside of right foreleg; no brands. Reward If returned
to the Harris dairy.

Profits From Old Coal Beds.
The presence of coal In the tertiary
lake beds of verdant valleys In western Montana has been known locally
for many years, eays the Coal Age
Some of these localities have experienced short coal , booms, most of
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
which, however, died before the minDentist
eral was developed. At the present
Dental work of any description ai
time, however, systematic mining Is
moderate prices
being carried on near Missoula.
Coal of the type found In this region Room 1, Center Block. OfSce Phone
has, until recently, been thought
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
worthless, because only such fuel as
would coke or stand shipment without
slacking was considered of commerHUNKER A HUNKER
cial value. In this part of the West
A, Hun iter. Chester A.
3eorgo
where high grade coal is scarce, where
Attorny-at-Lathe cost of wood has reached $6 or
Las
East
Tegas, New Mexico;
more per cord, and soft coal Imported
for domestlo use sells for about $8
per ton, the demand for cheaper fuel
S
MONUMENT CO
is treat, and tha Hpvnlnnment nf these
Albuquerque, N. M.
heretofore unused low grade coals Is
115 E. Central
becoming profitable.
Z3 Tears practical Experience,
83. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
What She Didn't Understand.
"Here's a curimm tm. Joshua!" ex
claimed Mrs. Lemington, spreading
MRS. OLD E SHEARER
out the Bllleville Mirror in her ample
Health Culture for Ladle
Profeslonal
Ian.
"The Npllla 5! Williams of
Gloucester reports that she saw two Hair and Scalp Treatment, Manicure,
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
whales, a cow and a calf, floating off
and Massage With Strict AtCape Cod the day before yesterday."
"WelL ma." renllort old Mr. Lemlne- tention to Doctor's
ton, "what' the matter with that?"
Prescription
vhy. It's all right about the two
HOTEL ROMAINE
'hales. Joshua, hut what bothers mb Phone Main 155,
Long Distance Main
Is how the cow and calf got way out
44.
1:30 p. m. to
Hours:
Office
there."
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.

BEAUTIFUL

-

1 FRENCH1REY(STER- LING) FINISH

EMPRESS

.

v

can be ob
tained in this city frora 4
.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

or Mors, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 2M Iba, Each Delivery
Lass than 6t lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs,
1,000 lbs,
200 Ibs
60 lbs,

A

PLATE

i

FOR RENT

LOST

SILVER

1

,

--

IT 'S

WNUINEWM.
R0GEPS &

y

s,

Lost

-

ttnilffl, ..All

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep-roomMeet In the Forest of Brothertj
very reasonable. Also one Love at
Woodmen of the World hall
nicely furnished room $1.50 a week. on
the
second
and fourth Mondays oi
1103 Lincoln.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
G. Laemmle, Clerk;
t. W
FOR RENT (Modern
house Sonsul;
Local
TIsltini
Montague,
Deputy.
with bath and every convenience;
members are especially welcoue ana
nicely furnished and In good local
cordially Invited.
ity. Phone Main 606.

Suite three unfurnished KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUI
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Bteamheated rooms in Wells Fargo
and Co's. building to parties without curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
children or dogs; references re Pioneer building. Visiting members
quired. All conveniences. Agent for are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frauk Angel, F. S.
Wells Fargo and Company.
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is noil increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
'
v
old way.
;:
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
'

'

,

.

.

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

FMs

1

Ho

The Optic for

lxbor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole yea.r aid this
is only

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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TONIGHT
n.t 7:45

Captain Junior
(2 reel feature)
A

to

3 to 6

and from
Thursday

12

; Light
automobile
o'clock this evening.

S

NEWS

--

II

I!

lamps at 7:47 II

I

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Demoastatlon at our store
tomorrow. jDoii't miss it.

A fine lot of Pie Cherries
just received this morning.
Get your orders in early,

We will sell cheap our counters and
show cases, Shumate Studio. Adv.

We Will Served You

Hot Biscuits Like Mother
Used to Make

He who pikes and runs away, will
and" caught tag day.

sure he found

Don't forget the W. C T. U. bake
sale at York's Saturday from 10
o'clock on. Adv. ?,

i

OB,

Bathing Beauty

LOCAL

1st

11

If you have not bad success
in your baking beretofore
"BISFLO" will solve it
"

Stearns' Store
'

NARROW ESCAPE IN ARROYO

rirat Shew Sta.ru

What Is It? Come to
i

So easy a way to do good you know
At little sacrifice;
A smile, a tag and the deed is done,
You've paid a modest price.

MUTUAL THEATER

"Bisflo"?

J.H.

YORK

GROCER & BAKER

Tomorrow la tag day, Do you know
July first Splendid charity ball by
what that means? Its just a simple the Woman's club.- - YouH enjoy it:
Adv.
way of doing a great goocL-.i;

.

RANGES

Finch's .Golden. --Wef ding Rye, aged
Auto Livery See me for prices.
In' wood. Direct from the distillery to Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv, phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R
Parker. Adv. ''
A. A. Sena of Park Springs has

buying a new Range? Let us show you
our line and quote you some teal prices. Every one guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction. " ;
Do you intend

:

DISHES

now. Phone us for prices on your work.

Page Sample Furniture
Company
114
507 Sixth Street
Phone

J

.

Vegas

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
cost no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack to--

Las Vegas Roller Mills
'

& B. Davis, Vice President
Assistant Cashier.

H. Erie Hoke.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capita!,

SlOO.OOO-Surplo-

4:

1

1

Model 59 Over- -

loaid

-

.

. $650.00
1 Hupmobiley 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model . . $230.00
1 Ford, 1913 model . . $250.00
1 Viehle touring car . . $300.00
1913Abbott Detriot Electric
Light, Self Starter . . $1,000
.

Linoleum Logic
No. 1;

HWl ran-

No More
Backache
Take the backache
out of
ing. Use
house-clea-

0$ M 'ZfT- -

SoonaMillwn
Women Will i)Bjg
HOOSIER
CABINET

ji
LwV

n

linoleum
for floors.

H ) Armstrong's Linoleum
'
If

Such enormous popularity proves beyond
any doubt Out the Hoosier is a wonderful

.
labor saver.
You need this caWnet to save you miles of
steps. Come see "White Beauty." queen of
feathe Hoosier line, with 40 labor-savintures. See how it holds 400 articles scientifsave
to
even
ically placed
unnecessary
reaching.

J. C. Johnsen

made in patterns fat the parlor as well a.
Fits the needs of the bathroom
and the bedroom.

the kitchen.

It is clean, sanitary,
and

durable,

economical,.
Plenty of patterns to pick from nearly a
hundred new ones that are decidedly
No trouble to show them
do more than look.

and yon need noli

(& Sonta.ISiShg

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Alichelin tubes
and tires arid Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

i

n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las' Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
TIME-PHE-

-

Y

LAOO

I jSiiVed by Using

We Dry or

and,Undivided Profits, mS23,0C0.
f

s

FOR THIS WEEK

d

Jefferson Reynolds, President

',

IIA1 MflKET

SECOND

,

semi-monthl-

Better have that furniture recovered and repaired

I

OUR

'.'

UPHOLSTERING

E. D. Raynoida, Vk President.
KaDet RayiwMs, Cashier.

On Wednesday, June 17, Johnnie
N.erney of Roclada bad a thrilling ex
perience which resulted In the loss
if Lis automobile and ether valuables
Mr. McNlerney with 10 Condoi and
another friend, were making the trip to
Roclada, and in crossing the Terro- mote arroyo near. Sapello, the machine
stalled. The arroyo which is usually
dry, had risen slightly that day but
not to such, an extent as to be dangerous at the time when they started
across. While cranking the machine
in the middle of the stream, Mr. McNlerney heard a loud road which her
alded the coming of high water and
lmediatelv abandoned the car. With
in five minutes the arroyo was filled
with rushing water and In about the
same time the machine had disappeared down stream.; Following the sub
siding of the waters, the automobile
was found to be a total wreck while
the contents of the car, consisting of
five valuable suit cases and other ma
terial could not be found.
Seeing that the water was about
to sweep away the car, Leo Condon
attempted to swim out to the machine
and rescue the suit cases but was
swung down stream . by the rushing
waters. Fortunately he was thrown on
the bank of the stream and thus es.
caped.
.tJ, j,B8 fxcjqeq pt
" '.'
i
!)'::
The only way to escape being
tagged tomorrow is to use an airship.
All other Toads lead to beauty and
charity. '

made application for bounty on a coyWho says Las Vegas is dead? Who
ote and a wild cat killed near his home thinks there's no excitement? Go out
recently.;
tomorrow and see. There will be
itt
TREAT FOR MUSIC
something doing.
y
The regular
meeting
of the local lodge of the Loyal Order
There will be a meeting of the local
LOVERS TOMORROW
of Moose will be held this evening in council of the ' Knights of Columbus
Woodman hall, beginning at 8 o'clock. this
eevnlng at the O. R. C. hall.
Special work will be conducted ariAall PROGRAM OF RECITAL BY MISSES
Eloisa Segura aged 18 years, and members are requested to be
present
HARPER AND CLUXTON AT
Procopio Valerio,; aged .21 years, both
" NORMAL HALL
of Las Vegas, .secured a marriage liAccording to information received
cense at the court house yesterday af the towns of Santa Rosa and Fort
The program for the Harper-Cluxfcf- c
ternoon.
Sumner are to vote on local optltn on recital tomorrow
.evening at Normal
JuJy 13. This announcement shows hall has been completed, and each
resthe
of
the
acceptance
Following
the speed with which thlB issue is number means a
feast , for music
ignation of Rufus Mead the school working ir he smaller towns of the
lovers.
The
of such standard
work
board has offered the position to By state.
composers as Carl Bohm. Schubert
ron T. Read, but has not yet received
Franz Drdla, DeBeroit and others
Mn., Read's reply.
County Engineer George E. Morr' will be rendered. The
program fol
son has completed the plans for the
Word has been received from Mrs. bridge that Is to bo built over the lows:
Bela
Secundino Romero and Miss Margue- Sapello at Watrous and advertisement , The Son of the Puszta"
rite Bernard at Washington, D. C, that fcr bids for the crnr.plction of the Piano, "Etude de Concert"MacDowell
Marguerite Cluxton
they are greatly enjoying their trip bridge will probably be made within a
Carl Bohm
Legendo
in the east. Mrs. Romero Is in excel shcrt time.
Gavotte
Carl Bohm
lent health. Following a visit In sevStandchen
F.
Schubert
sail
will
other
cities
for
eral
they
in several parts of the city, princi Voice, Serenade
Paolo Tostl
Cuba- pally in that section betwten Seventh "When the Roses Bloom"
Reihardt
acd Twelfth streets iho shootinc of
Franz Drdla
Automobile stage line to Mora tri- fiteworks in the form of cannon crack Serenade
Franz Drdla
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- ers wts heard by readouts last night Souvenir
9 Allegro Maestoso
Concerto
No,
Las
urday, leaving
Vegas postofflce about; S : 30 or 9 o'clock. Several young
Ch. De Beroit
Adagio
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. men c f
the city are sup netted of being
4
Leave Mora p. m. arrive Las Vegas connected with tho booting and the
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; pouce say that if any offenders nr.? OBSERVATION CARS ON SANTA FE
Beginning October 1 Santa Fe trains
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good cauh they will be dealt with severely.
Nos. 2 and 9 will carry ten section ob
for one week. H. B. Ilubbard, Prop.
servation cars' between Chicago and
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Mala 307.
The vaudeville show given last
the Pacific coast These trains now
Adv.
night at the Vegas theater on the West
side socred a big hit with the patrons carry twelve section drawing room
At the meeting of the Elks lodge of that establishment and will be re fcars, but they fail to supply the
for spaceL No. 9, known as
held Tuesday evening at their borne peated at the Browne theater again
the
California
Fast Mail, carries tight
seven
candidates for membership this evening and tomorrow night The
were Initiated into the order, i The act is presented ly Coke and Hamil cars ordinarily. No. 2l carried seven
cars from Chicago to Albuquerque and
meeting proved s roaeicg one, ; over ton and is entitled, "The Actresa and
eight from there to Los Angelee, so
SO member
being present Those the Reporter."
they will carry the additional obser
initiated were 3. W. Heslden, B. P.
Robinson, C. L. Fraker and C. L. Wen-sel- l, Crescencia Segura has filed suit vation, cars practically as easily as
all of Wagon Monnd; Frank against Ednardo Romero in Jusitice they do their present loads Owing to
D. Sieglitz, F. I Cary and Eugene of the Peace Felix Garcia's court ask- the fast schedule of No. 2 and 9 for
some time the , demand Jfer Pullman
LoJw. of Las Vegas.
ing that Romero be placed under a
on them has exceeded the room
peace bond. According to the infor- space
available.
a.
veteran of the mation received Mrs. Segura is an agO. 1
Gregory,
civil war, has received a roster giving ed woman and nearly bllng and is a
FOR VALLEY DEVELOPMENT
the history and all other information neighbor to Romero who assulted her
Minn,, June 25. Special
Moorhead,
Thirhis
the
company,
concerning
yesterday. The case was set for trial
trains brought hundreds of visitors
teenth infantry of Iowa. The volume this afternoon.
to Moorhead today for the opening of
cortalns the history of each separate
the first annual convention of the
company and give details of the batMinnesota Red River Valley Developtles in which, each, fought A copy
ment association. Large delegations
of the book is sent free to every man
from ten counties were on hand this
living who participated in any of the
afternoon when the gathering was forbattles or who was a member of the
mally opened with an address by PresiIowa guard.
dent Leslie Wetler of this city. Pro. i!
fessors from the agricultural colleges
Although the limited trainsrof the
of Minnesota and South Dakota were
Santa Fe are considered thejBnest by
All Classes of
seme people, it has been demonstrat
among the" speakers at the - opening
session. Governor Eberhardt Is scheded through, the demand for reservauled to address the association at the
tions that trains Nos. 2 and 9 are far
more popular than any other carrier
concluding session tomorrow.
on the road. It Is almost impossible
PROBATE COURT IN SESSION
to obtain a reservation on these trains
Santa Fe, June 25. Probate court
from this city and in the future it
has been called in session for tomormay be necessary to add another
row to act on the petition of E. P.
to
these
trains. Train No. 2
sleeper
Cleaning of Plumes a SpeDavles for the appointment of an adrassing through Las Vegas Tuesday
ministrator for the estate of the late
night carried over 350 passengers.
cially. Prices reasonable.
John W. Sullivan of Hagan and the
of Mrs. Keachle to be appointed
guardian of her grandson Alfred Cecil
v.VSATISFACTION
BUY
Wiley.
GUARANTEED..

We carry an open stock. Ypu can buy one piece or a
complete set. Not cheap ware but low priced.

&e

25, 1914.

Steam Clean

In every department of Ba.nkJng we
:
Ltm? prepa.red to give the best of service
:

:

'

M

SELF RISING FLOUR

.

Ir.tcrczt P&td est

--

Tllmo

Men's & Women's

Deposits

Garments

.

At

Its r.:.:.3 cf ISie Cost of Everytaiio

EataSIe

Endorsed by. America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

JSlf FOR

IT

n

-

Grants Hyjfenic Crackers

EMPRESS FLOUR

HARVEY'S

IS OPEN
S4th season of this famous moun-

and get valuable coupons
A coupon with 5 cents admits one person to the MUT
UAL theatre. One couoon Z
with each 5J pound sack. Buv X
the flour of the local grocers 4
'
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F".ME

&

nAWARD CO.STOBE

l
n
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LasTegas Steam
Laundry
Plntne Main

81

617

Pwlas

Ave

tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, Including passage
both ways $10. .Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas.
Box B. Leave orders at
Murphey's
or Tlaza botel. Adv.

THE ilQIJQE I'JIFE'G FRIEND
Moses' Best Flour
Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

z

GROSS KELLY &CO. Distributors

4

